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Abstract
We present a computational study of the molecular organization and charge mobility of Ph-BTBT-C10, a high performance organic semiconductor of considerable current
interest. We have observed for the first time by atomistic molecular dynamics the formation of an ordered smectic phase on cooling down from the isotropic melt and upon
heating the crystal, for this system, in good agreement with experiment. Although
we could observe only a smectic A and not a smectic E phase, the temperature variation of the hole mobility estimated from hopping model calculations reproduces the
main features of experiments. The crystal phase is characterized by high mobility bilayers defined by the aromatic π-conjugated cores, but it is effectively insulating in the
orthogonal direction. The smectic phase is characterized by more disordered monolayers, which have a good in-plane mobility and a lower, but still appreciable, degree of
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charge transport across the layers. This feature may be advantageous for applications
requiring materials with evenly balanced, three-dimensional conduction paths.
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Introduction
Organic semiconductors (OSCs) comprise a vast array of molecules and polymers with a
π-conjugated core. They are proving a valuable alternative to traditional inorganic ones
in a variety of applications ranging from transistors to light-emitting diodes and solar
cells. 1–3 These soft functional materials have a number of advantages, particularly for
being amenable to solution processing, instead of vapor deposition, thus facilitating roll to
roll industrial processes and in turn the fabrication of large area, light weight and flexible
devices. However, one of the limiting factors of this technology has been the relative poor
performance of OSCs, particularly because of their usually low charge mobility. This is
not surprising since organic materials are typically insulators, with charge mobility of the
order of 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , even if the performance can be somehow improved by adding
n or p molecular dopants, 4 but materials with good intrinsic semiconductor features also
exist. 5
The problem of optimizing the performance of OSCs is complicated by the fact that
the relation between molecular features, morphologies and transport performance is still
far from established. One of the key aspects is undoubtedly the phase organization of the
molecules, e.g. amorphous or liquid crystalline or crystal in the various polymorphs, but
there are also other factors such as the presence of trapping defects. 5 Given a certain material, the importance of morphology has been shown, e.g. in the classic work by Warman
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on columnar triphenylene liquid crystals, 6 where the system is insulating in the isotropic
phase and becomes a semiconductor when cooled down in the columnar phase, with a
mobility increased by three orders of magnitude (from ≈ 10−4 to ≈ 10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1 ). In
π-conjugated materials at room temperature, the mobility mechanism is typically associated to charge hopping and regulated by Marcus theory, 7 to be discussed later. Brédas and
coworkers have shown how charge transport is greatly affected by the magnitude of the
electronic coupling between the pair of molecules involved in the hopping, that in turn
depends on their relative molecular positions and orientations. 8,9 The literature offers several alternatives to this theory. Some of them are simpler but have a greater empirical
content. 10 Others are rooted in more sophisticated quantum mechanical treatments of the
coupled electron-nuclear dynamics, including tunnelling and delocalization effects, 11,12
but they are hardly applicable to the complex molecular morphologies produced by large,
atomistic MD simulations such as those described here. Marcus hopping theory currently
appears to be a convenient compromise between rigour and computational complexity. 13,14

The role of the organic semiconductor processing in the fabrication of actual devices has
also been the focus of many experimental investigations, with various attempts to achieve
the appropriate molecular packing, e.g. using thermal gradients 15 or vapor assisted crystallization. 16 These techniques can influence performance in multiple ways, often (and
sometimes fortuitously) yielding, via non-equilibrium processes, morphologies difficult to
achieve via thermodynamic equilibrium routes. In general, order in the molecular organization is an important parameter for maximizing organic semiconductor performances,
and in this respect materials exhibiting liquid crystal mesophases at equilibrium or in the
course of non-equilibrium processing are of interest. 17–19 The existence of a liquid crystal
phase arising during a spin-coating solvent evaporation process has, in particular, been
deemed significant towards improving the OSC film quality and resulting performance. 20
Recently, a family of small π-conjugated molecules based on a [1]benzothieno[3,2-
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b]benzothiophene (BTBT) unit with symmetric or asymmetric lateral substitutions (see,
for example Ph-BTBT-C10 in Fig. 1) have attracted great interest for their very high
performance, 21–25 with mobilities of the order of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 or higher, 22,26,27 even in
solution processed organic field effect transistors (OFET). 15,28,29 In addition to mobility
itself, the integration of BTBT-based films into a robust transistor circuit technology has
been recently demonstrated. 30 Like many other compounds in the BTBT family, Ph-BTBT-

Figure 1:
The chemical structure of the mesogenic semiconductor 7-decyl-2phenyl[1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (Ph-BTBT-C10).
C10 (see again Fig. 1) does not show a nematic phase, normally required to obtain well
aligned monodomains. Instead, layered smectic A and the hexagonally ordered E phases
were observed in thin films before crystallization. 22 Record performances of Ph-BTBT-C10
based OFETs were actually obtained not in monodomain, but in polycrystalline solutionprocessed films and seem to be linked to a thermal treatment that allows the formation,
through annealing, of a bilayer crystal rather than a monolayer one inheriting the structure
of the smectic phase. 22 The structure of the monolayer nature has also been object of debate between two alternative forms, corresponding to an antiparallel or a nanosegregated
model. 31–33
Theoretical and modelling work on BTBT derivatives has focused more on the transport properties calculation in the crystal phase, rather than in a concomitant exploration
of morphologies, 34,35 possibly because of the difficulties inherent to the obtainment of a
reliable self-assembled structure at different temperatures. 36 In this context, Yoneya 33 has
recently reported on Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) calculations of transport, but focusing on
the possible monolayer crystal morphologies, which he obtained by relatively short (10 ns)
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molecular dynamics (MD) simulations starting from experimental X-ray structures with the
bilayer morphology. In the present work we have set ourselves the ambitious task of studying by atomistic MD the self-organization of the Ph-BTBT-C10 smectic phase starting from
the isotropic melt in a cooling down sequence, and also in a heating scan starting from
the crystal phase. The simulations have been validated against the observed transition
temperatures and available X-ray diffraction data. The morphologies obtained from them
are eventually employed as an input to KMC simulations based on a hopping model of
charge transport, giving a prediction of the charge mobility and especially its temperature
dependence across the phases.

Computational Methods
MD simulations of bulk Ph-BTBT-C10 were run at atmospheric pressure and different temperatures (NPT conditions) with the NAMD code 37 using AMBER/GAFF parameters. 38 The
torsional potential for the phenyl-BTBT torsion was reparametrized against energy values
obtained by constrained geometry optimization at DFT level run with Gaussian09 39 using
the PBE0 functional 40 and the cc-pVTZ basis set, following the procedure described elsewhere 41 (see also Fig. S1). Atomic charges needed for the Force Field were calculated with
the ESP method 42 at the same level of theory. Simulations were run with three-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions employing the smooth particle mesh Ewald method for electrostatics. Parameter and topology files in CHARMM format and a typical NAMD input are
provided in the Supporting Information.
Two series of simulations were undertaken, corresponding to cooling and heating sequences. In the first series, we started from a disordered, isotropic liquid configuration
of 1000 molecules at 510 K and gradually decreased the temperature to 350 K. In the
second series, we started from the experimental crystal structure at room temperature
(Cambridge Structural Database entry "ROQSAT" 43 ). We built from it a 12 × 10 × 2 su-
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percell containing 960 molecules and increased the temperature from 293 K to 498 K,
until reaching the isotropic liquid phase. The simulation of this supercell at atmospheric
pressure and room temperature provided a first validation of the force field through a satisfactory comparison of simulated cell parameters (a=6.592 Å, b=7.461 Å, c=51.23 Å,
α=90◦ , β=93.55◦ , γ=90◦ ) with experimental ones (a=6.0471 Å, b=7.7568 Å, c=53.124
Å, α=90◦ , β=93.135◦ , γ=90◦ ). All simulations were carried out allowing anisotropic cell
expansion; in heating simulations α and γ were fixed to 90◦ , in accord with the symmetry
of Ph-BTBT-C10 crystal cell, while in cooling all angles were kept at 90◦ , to match the
symmetry of liquid and smectic phases.
For both sequences, the preliminary phase diagram was sketched with smaller samples
(125 and 120 molecules in cooling and heating, respectively), that were eventually replicated eight times at each temperature to produce larger size initial configurations. After
the replication, further equilibration was performed for at least 40 ns, and production
runs were conducted for at least 40 ns, checking the stabilization of the values of energy,
density, nematic and smectic order parameters.
Zero-field hole mobility estimates were obtained via KMC simulations, with hopping
rates described by the semi-classical Marcus formalism on molecular configurations extracted from the MD simulations. The mobility calculations were carried out at six thermodynamic state points, namely 293 and 410 K for the crystalline phase from heating runs,
430, 460, and 490 K for the liquid crystal phase, and 496 K for the isotropic phase, all the
latter extracted from cooling runs. Two snapshots per MD simulation, at least 5 ns apart,
were included in the KMC simulation in order to assess the variability in the calculated
mobilities.
According to the Marcus equation, the rate of electron/hole transfer from a molecule p
to a neighboring molecule q is: 7
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Its main ingredients are the inter-site orbital couplings Vpq , the inter-site energy difference
∆εpq =εp -εq (in the presence of an electric field, there would be an additional contribution
from the electrostatic potential at the sites), and the reorganization energy, which is typically considered to be the sum of an inner- and an outer-shell contribution: λ=λin +λout .
The former was calculated by Nelsen’s "four point" approach at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level: 44,45
λin = (Ec∗ − Ec ) + (E0∗ − E0 )

(2)

where Ec and E0 are the energies of a charged and a neutral molecule in the gas phase at
their respective equilibrium geometries, whereas Ec∗ and E0∗ are the energies of a charged
/ neutral molecule at the equilibrium geometries of the neutral / charged states. The value
λin =248 meV thus obtained agrees with literature results on Ph-BTBT-C10. 33
Some of us have shown elsewhere, 46 that a certain degree of ambiguity in the site energies produced by the dimer projection method could be overcome by significantly more
expensive calculations on larger molecular clusters, but these were not practically feasible here. In any case, while all the molecules are symmetry-related in the crystal, so that
∆εpq = 0 exactly, in the liquid phases, this is only valid on average, and instantaneous fluctuations of nuclear and electronic positions in surrounding molecules could contribute to
increasing λout . 47 In addition, the first-principles estimation of the outer-shell contribution
is very challenging, 48,49 if at all possible for a system like ours and it was not attempted
here. Recent estimates of its crystal-phase value for BTBT-based molecules are in the range
of 20-30 meV, which is indeed negligible compared to the internal contribution. 50 Thus,
the outer-shell contribution to the reorganization energy (λout ) was set equal to zero in all
KMC simulations. Concerning the energetic disorder (the deviations from zero of ∆εpq that
persist on time scales longer than the one for charge hopping, i.e. the picosecond scale),
we carried out KMC simulations both with no disorder and in its presence. For the latter
case, the site energies were randomly assigned at the beginning of each KMC run, drawing
them from a suitable Gaussian distribution. For each thermodynamic state, the standard
7

deviations were obtained from the distributions of the HOMO orbital energies, extracted
from BLYP/6-31G(d) calculations on isolated molecules. The values are of the order of 70
meV in the crystal phase and around 85 meV in the liquid phases (see Table S2 for details). The electrostatic disorder evaluated according to refs. 51,52 is actually very small in
the crystal phases (10 meV), confirming that the neglect of site energy disorder is a good
approximation in these cases, while the electrostatic disorder is about one order of magnitude larger in the liquid phases (100 meV; see again Table S2 and related text for further
calculation details).

The effective hole transfer integrals or HOMO-HOMO orbital cou-

plings Vpq were computed at the MD geometry via the self-consistent, non-counterpoise
variant of the dimer projection method 53,54 at the BLYP/6-31G(d) level, with the ORCA
quantum chemistry program, version 4.1.1. 55 Molecular pairs were selected as the ones
having at least one atom-atom distance rAA lower than 6 Å. The distance was calculated
between any pair of non-hydrogen atoms of the two different molecules, neglecting also
aliphatic carbons. We observed that integrals computed at the BLYP/6-31G(d) level, as
well as those based on a few other GGA functionals, correlate very well with integrals
computed with the B3LYP functional using the same basis set (see Fig. S4). In particular,
a linear fit returned a 1.07 scaling factor between B3LYP and BLYP integrals. Further tests
involving B3LYP calculations with a larger basis set, i.e. 6-311G(d,p), highlighted a significant underestimation of transfer integrals with the smaller basis (see Fig. S5). A linear
fit returned in fact a scaling factor of 1.245. This multiplicative factor was used to correct
the BLYP/6-31G(d) transfer integrals to values more consistent with B3LYP/6-311G(d,p),
prior to rate constants evaluation. A further correction to the orbital couplings was also
employed, to include the effect dynamic off-diagonal disorder: 56,57

2
2
= Vpq,Q
+ s2V (rAA ) .
Vpq,C

(3)

Here Vpq,Q represents a coupling obtained by the previous quantum chemical procedure
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(including the 1.245 rescaling), and s2V (rAA ) is a function of the aforementioned minimum
interatomic distance rAA . To derive its values, orbital couplings from all snapshots were
collected and binned in 0.2 Å intervals according to the rAA values, and bin-wise variances
σV2 computed. The s2V (rAA ) term was fitted over σV2 in the range 0-6 Å (actually, no values
were found below 2.8 Å) with a piecewise function combining two exponential decays (see
Figs. S6 and S7):


 3010.9 e−4.45 rAA eV2
2
sV (rAA ) ≈

 160.8 e−1.37 rAA eV2

if rAA ≤ 4.2 Å

(4)

if rAA > 4.2 Å .

KMC simulations were performed with the Bortz-Kalos-Lebowitz algorithm (BKL) 58 using both the corrected orbital couplings (Eq. 3) and the quantum chemical ones for comparison. Molecules were considered to be frozen over the course of a KMC simulation.
Zero field mobilities were computed from the mean-square displacements (MSD) of
the charge carriers along selected directions, 59 typically lying within the herringbone of
the crystals or the layers of the smectic phase. According to the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation, the mobility µ along a direction u is proportional to the charge diffusion coefficient
De , and is defined as:

µ(u) =

1
e
eDe
=
lim
{[r(t) − r(0)] · u}2
kB T
kB T t→∞ 2t

(5)

where e is the elementary charge and r(t) is the coordinate of the diffusing charge at time
t. The angular brackets indicate an average over 1000 independent KMC simulations, for
each of the selected MD snapshots, as well as over all possible time origins. Each simulation
lasted in slight excess of 107 steps, in order to achieve large MSDs (several hundred times
the simulation box lengths). In practice, the infinite time limit in Eq. (5) was evaluated
by linear fits of the MSDs over a time range going from 5% to 50% of the total simulation
time. As customary, the initial and final sections were excluded from the fits in order to
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avoid the erratic, non-diffusive behavior which characterizes the short-time motion of the
charge carriers and the statistically poor data at long times. Linearity of MSD vs. time over
this interval was verified in each case (see Tables S3-S6).

Results and Discussion
Simulated morphologies
The spontaneous formation and the structure of the thermotropic mesophases of the two
Ph-BTBT-C10 samples were first assigned examining the variation with temperature of
density and molar enthalpy in the range 410 K–500 K, following both the cooling and
heating sequences.
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T = 498 K (Iso)

T = 495 K (Sm)

T = 430 K (Sm)

T = 410 K (Cr)

Figure 2: Top: Comparison between cooling vs. heating runs of the average values of
physical properties against temperature. On the left: molar enthalpy (squares and circles)
and density (triangles and diamonds). On the right: orientational order parameter hP2 i
(squares and circles).
Middle and bottom: Snapshots of the side view of molecular
organization at selected temperatures T =498 K (isotropic, cooling sequence), T =495 K
(smectic just below the transition, cooling sequence), T =430 K (low temperature smectic,
cooling sequence), T =410 K (crystal, heating sequence). Yellow spheres represent sulfur
atoms.
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To highlight the mesogenic properties and evaluate the transitions between phases of
different orientational order, we examined also the temperature dependence of the second
rank orientational order parameter, i.e. the ensemble-averaged second Legendre polynoE
D
mial hP2 i = 23 cos2 β − 12 , where β is the angle between the vector connecting the two
farthest atoms of the BTBT aromatic core (the “long axis") and the director (the direction
of maximum alignment), calculated as described in our previous work. 60
These profiles are reported in Fig. 2 and they reveal two first order phase transitions,
one occurring between 420 and 425 K, the other between 495 and 496 K. The variation
of orientational parameter indicates that the latter is an isotropic to ordered phase transition, in excellent agreement with the experimental observation of an isotropic-smectic A
transition at 498 K. 22,61
In this respect, force field reliability is further confirmed by the absence of any observable hysteresis (the predicted transition temperature does not vary from the heating to
the cooling sequence) and by the estimated transition enthalpy of 2 kcal/mol (experimental 1.9 kcal/mol 61 ). Conversely, a large hysteresis is suggested by the simulation results
for the low temperature transition. In fact, no crystallization is observed in the cooling
sequence, which was continued down to room temperature without any hints of phase
transition, while in the heating one a transition is observed at 419 K, again in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 420.36 K.
To provide an immediate visualisation of the variation with temperature of the molecular organisations obtained, we display in Fig. 2 representative configurations of the phase
at T =498 K (isotropic), T =495 K (smectic just below the transition), T =430 K (well ordered smectic) and T =410 K (crystalline close to the melting temperature). The inspection
of the MD snapshots is not sufficient to unambiguously determine the nature of the different phases, thus we have investigated the positional order using two particle distribution
functions. In particular we have calculated the radial pair distribution g(r12 ), taking the
center of mass of each molecule as the reference point.
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T = 410 K

2



T = 430 K

Figure 3: Top: Pair distributions g(r12 ) (left) and g(z12 ) (right) in the isotropic T =498 K
and in two smectic temperatures T =495 K and T =430 K taken from the cooling sequence,
(shown as an inset for g(r12 )), and in the crystal phase, i.e. T =410 K, heating sequence.
Middle and bottom: Snapshots of the molecular organization along x axis (middle plates),
and from z axis (bottom plates) of a smectic (T =430 K) and crystal (T =410 K) phases.
Here, in order to emphasise the organization in layers, we have rendered only the BTBT
cores and we have chosen a color code based on their alignment with respect to z, red if
parallel, blue if antiparallel. The yellow circles, connected by the dashed lines in the top
right snapshot, represent the centers of mass of the Ph-BTBT-C10 molecules and indicate
the origin of the peaks in g(z12 ).
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Figure 3 contains the results for the same temperatures illustrated by the MD snapshots. It can be seen that the smectic phase has at long range a liquid–like distribution,
characterized by the absence of significant peaks, while two distinct maxima are evident
at short separations, indicating a local coordination shell. On the other hand, the crystal
at T =410 K shows very sharp peaks at short range (the first corresponds to the four nearest neighbors apparent in Fig. 2-bottom right), and a well defined structure even at long
distances. To reveal the presence of layers and to quantify the positional order, we have
also calculated the pair distribution function along the layer normal, g(z12 ), where z12 is
the projection of the intermolecular distance vector r along the normal to the layer. In
smectic phases, g(z12 ) typically presents a periodic behavior and can be expanded in a real
Fourier series in terms of harmonic functions. The expansion coefficients are linked to the
positional order parameters τn , expressing instead the expansion coefficients of the single
particle probability distribution P (z) of finding a particle center along the layer normal at
a distance z from the average layer position: 62,63

g(z12 ) ≈ 1 +

nX
max

2



τn cos

n=1


τn =


cos

2πnz
d

2πnz12
d


,

(6)


.

(7)

The numerical procedure employed in the calculation of the τn ’s provides also the value
of the layer spacing d. A detailed description of the calculations of the order parameters
and of their relation with the positional–orientational distribution function is given elsewhere. 63 The profiles for g(z12 ) at T =430 K and T =495 K (shown in Fig.3, top panel)
exhibit a periodic series of diffuse maxima with small differences between them, consistently with the weak temperature dependence obtained for τ1−3 (see Fig. 4, left panel).
For comparison, in the underlying crystal phase (T =410 K) we observe a different pattern,
with alternate peaks that clearly indicate the presence of bilayers formed by two sublayers
of molecules oriented in opposite directions in order to optimize their interaction.
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of the positional order parameters τ1 , τ2 , τ3 (left) and
tetradic and hexatic order parameters ψ4 and ψ6 (right) for a system of N=960 Ph-BTBTC10 molecules in the range 410 - 500 K (heating sequence).
The various types of upright smectics (A, B and E in particular) differ for the absence
(smectic A) or the presence (smectic B) of hexatic bond order of the molecular centers surrounding each given molecule. 64,65 The smectic E has, in addition to a possible hexagonal
order, also a non uniaxial ordering of the molecular short axes. Other types of in-plane
order, e. g. tetragonal, are in principle possible. To quantify the type of order inside the
layers of the obtained smectic phases, and accordingly decide on their classification, we
have thus calculated both the hexagonal and rectangular global order parameters. These
are special cases of the n-th bond order parameter, 65–67 defined as:
nk
1 X
hψn i =
eink θkj
nk j=1

(8)

with the sum on j running over the nk neighbors of molecule k, and θkj the angle between
the interneighbor kj vector and an arbitrary fixed axis and the average is over all molecules
k and the simulations. In particular, for n = 6 (n = 4) we obtain a measure of the hexagonal (rectangular) character of the clustering of centers of mass. Interpreting strictly the
neighbors as "nearest neighbors", the two bond orders would appear alternative. However,
in a disordered system the definition of neighbors as molecules within a certain cut-off
distance is to some extent arbitrary, 65 so we have calculated both ψ6 and ψ4 to see which
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best describes the observed structures. The profile of the hexatic order parameter ψ6 vs. T
(Fig. 4, right plate) displays in the smectic temperature range values ≈ 0.02, pointing out
that our smectic is A rather than B or E. This is confirmed also by the examination of the
top view of the T =430 K, displayed in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3, showing extensive
positional disorder. In the low temperature crystal phase, the tetragonal order provides
instead a better descriptor, as expected for an herringbone packing of the BTBT cores.
Regarding the interlayer distance (see Table S1), we can observe that below 498 K the
simulated samples feature a spacing d of about 27.7 Å, which is close to the experimental
(X-rays) value of 27–28 Å. 22 The spacing remains constant in the temperature range of
existence of the smectic phase. This distance essentially corresponds to a single molecule
length and thus to a monolayer structure, as evident from the snapshot of the lateral view
of the low temperature smectic (T =430 K) in Fig. 3, middle panel, which shows that
BTBT cores within each layer are stacked in an alternating “up” (in red color) and “down”
(in blue color) antiparallel fashion. Thus, the simulations indicate that the monolayer
antiparallel model is more plausible than the nanosegregated one. 33 For comparison, the
crystal phase is characterized by a bilayer structure, with all the BTBT cores packed in a
parallel way within each layer. The existence of two sublayers determine the appearance
of two separate peaks at distances δ1 and δ2 in the g(z12 ) profile (Figure 3), with their sum
δ1 +δ2 ≈ 52 Å coinciding with the crystal cell parameter c and with the main peak of g(z12 ).
It is worth noting that experimentally the monolayer structure of the smectic in PhBTBT-C10 can be transformed to a bilayer one, actually the one showing extraordinary
mobilities above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 by thermal annealing for some minutes of a polycrystalline
thin film above the crystal-smectic transition temperature. 32,33 We could not observe this
monolayer-bilayer transformation in our MD runs, not unexpectedly given the very different time scales of simulations and experiments. The snapshots in Fig. 3 provide a possible
hint as to why it is so difficult to observe the formation of a crystal phase on cooling from
the smectic one: in order to form the ordered bilayers, several molecules must either dif-
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fuse completely from a layer to an adjacent one (see below), or flip their end-to-end vector
by 180◦ . Both processes are likely to be rather slow in the bulk (much slower than the MD
simulation time scale, at least), but they could be promoted in a thin film by a substrate
with a higher affinity for either the aliphatic or the aromatic ends of the molecules. To
support this hypothesis, we calculated the autocorrelation function of Ph-BTBT-C10 long
axis as a function of temperature, which indeed shows that the orientational dynamics
becomes extremely slow in the smectic phase at decreasing temperature (see Figure S3).
Given the anisotropic nature of the Ph-BTBT-C10 phases, it is of interest to study the
temperature dependence of translational diffusion tensor components Dii , in particular
within the smectic phase. From simulations, Dii can be calculated from the mean-square
positional displacements using the classic Einstein formula:
h[Ri (0) − Ri (t)]2 i
t→∞
2t

Dii = lim

(9)

where Ri is the component of the molecular position vector of each molecule along the
axis i = x, y, z of the director frame, which has z along the preferred molecular orientation, i.e. along the layer normal. In practice, we assume that the asymptotic long time limit
and the diffusive regime are reached for values of t > 10 ns, which is adequate, looking
at Fig. S2, where linearity is reached much earlier. The parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients D|| and D⊥ correspond to Dzz and (Dxx + Dyy )/2 respectively, while the
isotropic diffusion coefficient Diso was calculated as (Dxx + Dyy + Dzz )/3. The results are
presented in Fig. 5. We see first that, for all smectic temperatures, the diffusion within the
layers is faster than that across layers; this trend is not surprising considering the idealized
picture of a smectic phase as a set of stacked two dimensional fluid layers, even though
counterexamples exist. 63 We also evaluated the activation energies of the parallel and perpendicular diffusions in the smectic range as Ea = 15 and 8.3 kcal/mol respectively, using
an Arrhenius fit , i.e. using Diso (T ) = D0 exp(−Ea /kB T ). Since we are interested in the
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possibility of interlayer diffusion in the smectic phase, i.e. diffusion of single molecules
between adjacent smectic layers, we evaluated the average time that a molecule takes to
travel through a layer spacing d, as td = d2 /D|| , finding values between 50 ns and 350
ns. As we shall see in the next section, these times are considerably larger than the typical
residence time of a hole on a given molecule; therefore we expect that molecules which by
accident are positioned between two layers (see Fig. 3) could contribute to increase the

Diffusion coefficient (m2/s)

inter-layer charge mobility.
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D⊥
Diso
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10−13
10−14
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2.5

3 −1

1/T(10 K )
Figure 5: Arrhenius plot of the parallel, perpendicular and isotropic diffusion coefficient,
for a system of N=960 Ph-BTBT-C10 molecules in the range 410 - 500 K (heating sequence). The negligible values in the crystal phase are plotted to confirm that molecules
do not diffuse at all and to highlight the phase transition to the smectic.

Temperature-dependent charge transport
The zero-field hole mobilities within bulk Ph-BTBT-C10 were computed for each thermodynamic state point by averaging over two thousand independent KMC simulations. In
practice, we selected two MD snapshots separated in time by 5 ns for every state and carried out one thousand simulations on each of them, using different starting positions and
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Figure 6: Hole mobilities projected onto relevant planes for the six thermodynamic states,
using corrected orbital couplings and zero or non-zero static energetic disorder (upper and
lower panels, repectively). The plots have been grouped according to the type of phase:
crystalline on the left, smectic in the center and isotropic on the right.
random number seeds. Calculation were performed both without static energetic disorder
(∆pq = 0), which is appropriate for the crystal phase, and including it as discussed in the
Computational Methods section, an assumption more realistic for the smectic and isotropic
phase (∆pq 6= 0).
Fig. 6 collects polar plots of µ(u), where the unit vector u lies on selected planes. In the
crystals, the layers of herringbone-packed molecules lie on the crystallographic ab plane,
which corresponds to the xy Cartesian plane in our simulations. For simplicity, we adopt
the same orientation also for the layers within the smectic phase. As such, xy planes in
Fig. 6 always correspond to intra-layer charge propagation, whereas z direction represents
inter-layer propagation. The mobilities in the isotropic phase have been calculated as the
average of projections on three mutually orthogonal planes. A graphical summary of the
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temperature dependence of the maximum and minimum hole mobilities is also provided
in Figure 7. In view of our previous assessment of the electrostatic energy disorder, below
we shall comment in detail the mobilities calculated with ∆pq = 0 for the crystals and
∆pq 6= 0 for the liquid phases.

Figure 7: Zero-field hole mobilities calculated both with and without energetic disorder,
plotted against simulation temperature. The phases and the transition temperatures are
also indicated.
The maximum zero-field hole mobility is achieved along the a axis of the bulk crystal
structure. Its calculated value is about 0.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature (293 K), and
it increases to 1.0 cm2 V−1 s−1 on increasing the temperature, close to the transition to
the smectic phase (410 K). These values are about one order of magnitude smaller than
the experimental ones for high quality thin films. 22,68 The hopping model has certainly
limitations, 9 and a band mechanism for transport 11,12 should be considered at least for
the best performing BTBT materials in crystal phase at very low temperatures (see reference 27 for a comparison between band and hopping transport results, and experiments).
However Alkan and Yavuz 50 have recently shown that hopping mechanism is appropriate
for BTBTs with long (C8-C12) alkyl chains. 25,50 Moreover, it should not be forgotten that
zero-field mobilities are always a lower boundary to experimental ones measured in presence of electric fields. 69 The crystal structure of Ph-BTBT-C10 is characterized by a strong
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and sharp segregation into π-conjugated and alkyl layers, which alternate along the z axis.
The orbital couplings between molecules on opposite sides of the alkyl layers are close to
zero, because of the large distance between the aromatic moieties, which depends in turn
on the length of the aliphatic tails. Thus, the alkyl layers are effectively insulating in the
crystal phase. The hole transfer network only allows back and forth hops between pairs
of head-to-head, monodirectional layers. Although this feature prevents the calculation of
hole mobility in the z direction of the crystal, intra-bilayer hopping events are relatively
frequent (see below). They are likely to facilitate charge transport also in the xy plane,
by providing alternative routes for the carrier to follow in its pursuit of a "least-resistance"
pathway.
Hole mobility is rather constant over the whole range of stability of the smectic phase.
Without energetic disorder, its intra-layer value settles at about 40-50% of the maximum
crystal mobility at room temperature. However, the inclusion of the site energy differences produces a further order-of-magnitude decrease in the hole mobilities, to values of
the order of 5 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The smectic phase mobilities are weakly temperaturedependent, as they only diminish slightly in close proximity of the transition to the isotropic
phase, around 490 K. As expected on the basis of the structural characterization described
previously (see Figs. 3 and 4), µ(u) is essentially isotropic within the smectic layers, unlike
in the crystal phase. Inter-layer propagation is also systematically observed, leading to mobilities that are about two thirds of the corresponding intra-layer ones. Within one smectic
layer, the molecules may take either up or down orientations, and this effectively destroys
the insulating alkyl layers that characterize the crystals. Indeed charge carrier mobility
along the z direction appears to be the result of dynamic positional disorder at the interface between adjacent smectic layers, which can easily be spotted in the structures in Fig.2
at 430 K as well as at 495 K, and is also related to the possibility of molecular diffusion in
the parallel direction z (see Fig. 5).
Mobility estimates for the high-temperature isotropic phase are also reported in Fig.
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6, averaging at about 0.045 cm2 V−1 s−1 after the inclusion of energetic disorder. With
reference to Fig. 7, the mobilities predicted for the smectic and especially the isotropic
phase still seem to be unusually high.

The loss of long- and short-range order, which

accompanies the transition from the crystal to the smectic and then to the isotropic phase,
can in some cases produce a mobility drop of several orders of magnitude, as actually
found in other, unrelated liquid crystalline systems. 18,70,71
Concerning the comparison with experiments, It should be also noted that the temperature dependence of the mobilities measured for differently substituted BTBT materials is
far from simple and shows strong voltage and probing technique dependencies. 25,72 Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there are still no published experimental data
for the charge carrier mobility within the smectic and isotropic phases of the Ph-BTBT-Cn
series, even though room temperature measurements on samples annealed in the smectic
phase and abruptly cooled, yielded to mobilities of 0.24 cm2 V−1 s−1 , i. e. a value bracketed
by our predictions for the smectic and crystal phase. 73

Figure 8: Probability distribution of layer switching rates in the crystalline and smectic
states, from the KMC simulations with ∆pq = 0.
In order to characterize inter-layer hopping phenomena in greater detail, we monitored
the residence time τL of carriers on a layer, i.e. the time lapse between one layer change
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and the following one. Fig. 8 shows probability distributions for the layer-switching rates
(τL−1 ) within the crystalline and smectic phases, in the absense of energetic disorder. While
upper bounds in the layer-switching rate probability distributions of the two phases are
comparable to one another (see the logarithmic plot in the inset of Fig. 8), the peak values
and the lower-bound limits for the smectic phase are nearly one order of magnitude lower
than those obtained for the crystalline phase. Once more, we emphasize that despite of
the higher frequency of layer-switching events, the charge carriers are confined to bilayers
in the crystalline phase. We also point that switching rates above 1016 Hz, which appear in
the tails of Fig. 8, are not really significant. Due to the definition of hopping time within
the BKL kinetic Monte Carlo model as − ln(x)/K, where x is a homogeneously distributed
random number taking values between 0 and 1, and K is the sum of the hopping rates
relative to all available moves, long simulations such as those discussed are inherently
bound to spawn a few instances of extremely short hopping times, up to 10−20 s. However
unphysical, this represents such a rare occurrence that restraining x to a slightly tighter
range would still bear no consequence on the simulated charge carrier mobilities.
Table 1: Likelihood of a layer-switching event, for ∆pq = 0.
Temperature
293 K
410 K
430 K
460 K
490 K

102 × Ninter /Ntotal
8.06
7.95
1.26
1.31
1.40

102 × kinter /ktotal
8.07
7.92
1.68
1.95
2.21

Two different estimates of the probabilities of layer-switching events are reported in
Table 1 (see also Fig. S6 in the Supporting Information). These estimates depend on the
assignment of molecules to layers. This is always straightforward in the crystal phase, but
it may be non-trivial and somewhat ambiguous in the liquid crystalline phase, as a few
molecules may reside in between the layers. These "bridging sites" are clearly visible in
the snapshots of Fig.3. In particular, the Ninter /Ntotal ratio represents the number of layer
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switching events recorded during a simulation, normalized against the total number of
KMC steps. Similarly, kinter /ktotal is the ratio between two summations of rate constants.
Those making up the numerator are associated with spatial displacements of at least 1 nm
(a reasonable criterion for inter-layer hopping) in the z direction, while the denominator
is the summation of all the rate constants available to the system. It should be noted that
a slight discrepancy between the two ratios is to be expected for liquid crystalline phase.
While layer switch is a one-step event within neatly packed crystalline systems (hence the
much lower difference between the two estimates), the same event between smectic layers
requires several steps involving specific percolation pathways. As a result, the rate-based
statistics slightly overestimate the layer-switch probabilities in the smectic; but overall the
two estimators give consistent results.
The layer switch probability is 5-6 times higher for crystalline systems compared to
smectic ones: roughly, a charge carrier performs a layer jump with 8% probability in the
crystal phase, and with 1-2% probability in the smectic phase. Each site in the former affords in fact at least four potential transfer paths to the opposite layer, while layer switches
in the latter is limited by the presence of bridging sites, and thus constrained to a much
smaller pool of possible pathways in the z direction. This intrinsic difference between the
smectic and the crystal is confirmed by a further analysis of the overall time spent by the
holes on any given site, which is presented in the Supporting Information. The resulting
distribution (Figs. S9 and S10) follows a Gaussian statistics in the crystal phase; instead,
the distributions are significantly non-Gaussian in the smectic and isotropic phases, with
heavy tails at both long and short times.

Conclusions
We have obtained, employing detailed atomistic simulations, the isotropic and smectic
morphologies of the high mobility organic semiconductor Ph-BTBT-C10. The isotropic to
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smectic liquid crystal phase transition temperature is in excellent agreement (within 2 K)
with the experimental one. In our simulations as well as in experiment this transition does
not show hysteresis and is well reproduced both in heating and cooling sequences. We
observe instead a large hysteresis as shown by the h P2 i orientational order and by the pair
distributions in the low temperature region. Indeed we do not observe crystallization in
the cooling down sequence, even if the Force Field is validated both by the good agreement with experiment of the isotropic to smectic and by the crystal to smectic in a heating
sequence, as well as by the lattice parameters of the simulated crystal structure. We notice
that huge hysteresis of over 40 K was also observed experimentally. 22 The hysteresis concerns the solid-smectic transition, but not the actual structure of the smectic phase, which
is the same independently of its origin (heating or cooling sequences). This structure is
consistent with a smectic A rather than E (hexagonal order is not observed).
As far as hole mobility is concerned, the maximum calculated values are µ ≈ 0.8–1
cm2 V−1 s−1 (crystal at 293 K–410K), ≈0.4 (smectic at 430 K–490 K), while in the isotropic
phase µ ≈ 0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The absolute values for the crystal are lower, but comparable to the best experimental Field Effect Transistor (FET) ones.

The predicted mobility

values in the smectic phase are at the upper limit of what typically measured for rod-like
materials, and actually similar to the ones measured for Ph-BTBT-C10 polycrystalline films
obtained by spin coating a solution at the smectic phase temperature. This is an important
result substantiating our methodology, since those films, in absence of annealing, inherit
the monolayer structure of the "parent" liquid crystal phase. 22 From the charge transport
point of view, this smectic structure turns out to be characterized by an isotropic in-plane
mobility and by an out-of-plane mobility remarkably high (about 60% of the out of plane
value), a feature which normally is not present in standard crystalline organic semiconductors such as pentacene or rubrene.

The fact that predicted charge mobility data in

the smectic phase are similar to experiments, while the smectic E phase is not observed,
if indicates on one hand a limit of our simulations, also suggests that the formation of an
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hexatic smectic E phase is probably not critical to the high semiconductor performance of
Ph-BTBT-C10 material, differently from a previously made hypothesis. 22

Supporting Information
Plots of torsion potential, molecular mean-square displacement, and molecular reorientation autocorrelation function, calculated order parameters, analysis of the calculated
orbital couplings, dynamic off-diagonal disorder modeling, corrected orbital coupling distributions, rate constants distributions, site energy static disorder analysis, site occupancies and average residence time distributions, tables of calculated hole diffusivities and
corresponding standard deviations (PDF file). Force Field files, one input file, and one
configuration file (1000 molecules) for molecular dynamics simulations with NAMD (text
files). The Supporting Information is available free of charge on https://pubs.acs.org.
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